The emerging location-based applications depend on the fast and accurate positioning of mobile targets. Wi-Fi received signal strength (RSS) fingerprinting provides a promising solution to localize an object in indoor environments. Among the factors challenging the RSS fingerprinting based algorithms are the site survey cost and the time-varying environment, given the unreliable signal qualities. Here we present a novel approach to indoor object positioning using the manifold assumption on the radio map in RSS-location space. Thinking the measured RSS from one access point (AP) in different locations are randomly drawn from a nonlinear manifold (ground truth), we propose an expectation-maximization (EM) style algorithm to reconstruct the sparse representation of this manifold from the noisy RSS observations. Motivated by the observation that the radio map has a strong local correlation in the RSS-location space, we introduce a multi-scale constrained quadratic programming to approximate the manifold. Within limited iterations, we can estimate the ground truth RSS values and parameters simultaneously. As a result, the learned manifold is exploited to predict the object's position: we develop a positioning algorithm by minimizing the manifold distortion effort which integrates both measurement error and manifold shape preservation. We conducted extensive simulations and experiments in different settings, testing the datasets collected in a building in the last 8 months. The results showed that the proposed approach was adaptive to the varying environmental noise levels, presenting robust positioning performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding out one's location remains a challenging task in people's everyday lives, and many times answering this question is both important and urgent, but nontrivial. Interestingly, modern localization is inspired by and inherited from the ancient navigation practice of sextants and star charts. A successful state-of-the-art localization technique is the global positioning system (GPS), working together with high definition electronic maps. As an alternative to GPS in a roofed environment, indoor positioning systems (IPS) play a critical role in emerging multi-billion location-based applications [1] . Recently, the Wi-Fi signal strength (RSS) based positioning has attracted researchers as a promising fundamental mechanism for many indoor positioning problems. We attribute this to the ubiquitous penetration The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Antonino Orsino.
of Wi-Fi infrastructures and the inexpensive Wi-Fi enabled smart devices. Fingerprinting based indoor positioning system takes received signal strength indicators (RSSI) from a few (over 3) Wi-Fi access points (AP) at the user's location and applies the online matching algorithm to predict the location. Distinguished from other techniques like trilateral localization, the fingerprinting based positioning algorithms do not depend on the range estimation and have proven to be more practical in complex environments.
Similar to several other localization methods, a typical Wi-Fi fingerprinting based IPS also comprises two components: an observation about the current location (i.e. the RSSI), and a reference radio map. A fingerprint is a vector of RSSI values indexed by the Wi-Fi access point IDs, previously measured at a known location (called a reference point, or RP for short). A radio map is a collection of the fingerprints with their location information. Accordingly, the fingerprinting based positioning contains two separate stages: an offline VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ site survey to build the radio map and the online fingerprint matching to predict the location for the observed RSSIs [2] . In fact, people need to collect sufficient RSSI samples at different locations to build a radio map that links a location to its RSSI measurements. The radio map is usually stored as a table in the database for future use, and sometimes the map needs updating or recalibration to compensate for the environmental changes. Then, in the positioning stage, the IPS matches the RSSIs read by a user with the entries in the database to determine the location. Two major problems are restricting the fingerprinting based positioning methods: the cost of the offline survey and the robustness of the online matching. Since Wi-Fi communication is originally designed for broadband data transmission rather than target positioning, the received signal power is susceptible to many interferences. Recently Wi-Fi based indoor positioning systems have made significant progress, but the intrinsic radio-frequency uncertainty makes the RSS measurement unreliable in complex indoor environments [3] . Several factors contribute to the time-varying RSSI measurements, including multi-path propagation, fading, directionality of antennae, radio interference, the receiving device types, different obstacles, just to name a few. Experiments of repeatedly sampling RSSI have found that the RSS variations roughly follow a Gaussian distribution and measuring RSS over a long period helps improve positioning accuracy [4] . Therefore, to enable the radio map to provide sufficient information for practical positioning, redundancy is necessary to fight the uncertainties. Usually, people select a grid of locations called reference points (RP), take multiple measurements over a long time at every RP, and finally either store all the data or keep the averages to smooth out the undesired fluctuations. Obviously, this survey process is time-demanding and laborious, impeding the fast deployment of the IPS. Also, because the RSSI values may shift slowly, once the online observation of RSS drifts far away from the entries in the database, the positioning accuracy may not be grounded.
The research community has been working on improving the indoor positioning systems to achieve accurate positioning with information fusion [5] , [6] , additional sensory or devices [7] - [11] , more advanced machine learning techniques [12] , and reducing the cost of site survey by the participation from users, like crowdsourcing [13] . The diversity of research helps people gain an in-depth understanding of indoor positioning problems, but the intrinsic complexity of Wi-Fi signal propagations remains largely unknown. References [14] and [15] paid attention to correlations among fingerprints, however, the local structures of fingerprints in adjacent locations are seemingly unexplored. Our previous experiments revealed that the fingerprints in neighboring locations are essentially correlated and learning the local relationships among fingerprints is central to the robust positioning in changing environments.
In this paper, we study the generic form of the Wi-Fi fingerprinting based indoor positioning system, without special assumptions on the conditions for its application.
Two observations motivated the current work: first, the long time average RSSIs for adjacent reference points are closely correlated; second, repeated RSS sampling at a fixed RP within a short time does not represent the real signal power distribution. We therefore developed an approach to enable the quick IPS deployment requiring only one sample to be taken at each RP in the offline stage, and to improve the online match's robustness to the varying signal qualities.
The contributions of this paper include: first, we introduce a signal-location manifold assumption about the RSSI distribution over the reference points; second, we present a multi-scale manifold reconstruction algorithm that directly addresses the model simplicity as the sparsity constraint on the nonlinearity degrees; ultimately, we propose an online position matching algorithm to make the manifold compatible with the observed RSS values. The design of these algorithms aims at avoiding the manual selection of several related parameters, with only a few explainable control coefficients to be determined beforehand. To demonstrate the adaptivity and robustness of the proposed approach, we conducted a series of simulations to evaluate their performances in different situations. We also used a real-world testbed to verify the positioning results and compared the proposals with other algorithms. The experiment results illustrated that the proposed approach outperformed a few existing positioning algorithms in robustness and achieved 15% improvement on accuracy.
We organize the rest of paper as follows: Section II discusses the related work in recent research; in Section III, we propose our model and reconstruct the manifold from a set of noisy RSSIs using the sparsity constrained quadratic optimization; and Section IV describes the positioning algorithm on top of the reconstructed manifold. The simulations and experiments are described and analyzed in Section V, showing the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach. And finally, we conclude this paper by remarking the proposal and future research in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In the first place, fingerprinting based positioning needs a radio map to provide the connections between locations and RSSI measurements [2] . Even though the accurate location of a reference point is known, the RSSI measured at that reference point may present a significant uncertainty [16] . People usually continuously sample the signal power multiple times at an RP, and the repeated samples over a short time often have similar RSS readings. However, the distribution centers of RSSI values can shift gradually over time. To create a practical indoor positioning system, people need to survey the site multiple times or recalibrate the system to have a better representation of the real radio features [17] . Apparently, this process is both time consuming and resource demanding. Recently, researchers have proposed many techniques handle the survey cost, including exploiting extra sensors to provide more information to be integrated into the offline stage to more efficiently create the map [18] - [21] . Another trend in the related research is crowdsourcing the workload of site survey to the IPS users or robots, growing the map within a longer time period [22] .
In general, sparsity is imposed for under-determined systems as a regularizing condition to find the solution with understandable physical explanations. Sparsity based optimization applies to plenty of problems because many signals are sparse in nature. Researchers have studied the sparsity of signals and applied this property to the areas of signal sampling, representing and understanding. Among the successful applications of sparse representation are decomposition regarding known bases and the representation with a learned dictionary. The sparse nature of the target's location makes the indoor positioning solvable with L 1 minimization [23] , [24] . In [10] , [25] , [26] , the authors proposed an RSS-based indoor positioning system using the theory of compressive sensing to recover sparse signals from a few noisy measurements.
Researchers have introduced several important machine learning algorithms to achieve better online fingerprint match precision, including clustering [27] , supporting set [28] , AMCL [29] , Bayesian inference [30] and hierarchical voting [31] . In addition, some priors are proposed to improve the results based on different assumptions, such as fingerprint quality [28] and path tracking [32] . Also, people have tested various distance or similarity metrics in the online matching, for example, rank information, cosine similarity, Manhattan distance and many others [33] . Among the above metrics, the simplest form Euclidean distance is one of the widely used. In literature, KNN and its revisions are often used to determine the target position, given its run time overhead and the accuracy [34] . The number K plays a critical role in positioning precision, the best RP (NN) or the K top matching RPs (KNN) have different performances in varying situations. To improve the performance of positioning, people investigated several weighting schemes of K-nearest neighbors to enhance the simple KNN method. In [1] , the authors discussed different similarity metrics and the related KNN versions, concluding that proper distance definition and data representation could improve positioning performance. References [34] and [35] attempted to deal with the adaptive selection of K to enable the weighted K-nearest neighbor algorithm to get better positioning accuracy in time-varying environments.
III. SPARSE MANIFOLD RECONSTRUCTION BASED ON EXPECTATION-MAXIMIZATION
Here we formulate the fingerprinting based indoor positioning problem before elaborating our manifold learning and positioning approach. Specifically, our proposal comprises two parts: a reconstruction algorithm to learn the underlying manifold representing the ground truth radio map, and a positioning algorithm to search the location with the minimal distortion effort that makes the manifold compatible with the online RSSI samples.
We define the problem of identifying a mobile target's location in a two-dimensional space as follows: given a set of fingerprints,
and a vector of RSSI readings from N APs (whose positions are irrelevant),r k , 1 ≤ k ≤ N , we need to predict the target's position (x p , y p ), 1 ≤ p ≤ M . The fingerprints FP i = {r i,j |1 ≤ j ≤ N } were previously collected at M known reference points (x i , y i ) on a grid. To simplify the problem, we assume that the grid is equally spaced and all Wi-Fi AP are visible at every RP. To lower the survey overhead, we request only one RSSI sample to be measured at each RP.
In theory, the Wi-Fi signal power fades continuously in distance to the AP. If no obstacle exists between any RP and AP in a region, it is reasonable to assume that the noise-free RSSI values at the adjacent RPs are locally correlated. Therefore, the ground truth RSSI values from one AP can be modeled as a two-dimensional manifold embedded in the three dimensional signal-location space, where (x, y) ∈ R×R are the location coordinates and r ∈ R is the signal strength value. Usually, the obstacles on the propagation path will lead to the sudden drop in signal strength. When the grid points are not densely spaced, it is acceptable to assume that this limited drop does not violate the continuity of the RSSI's spatial distribution. Although the realistic environment cannot be simplified as the ideal open space, the manifold approximation of the ground truth radio map can express the complex local structures with varying curvatures. After the ground truth manifold is established, the signal strength samples can be viewed as being randomly drawn from this manifold.
Following the notion of receptive fields in computer vision, we divide the signal-location manifold into small overlapping patches. A k−patch consists of a subset of (2k + 1) 2 fingerprints covering the RPs on a square in the grid (see Figure 1 ). Let a patch P i = {(r j , x j , y j )|x i − k ≤ x j ≤ x i + k, y i − k ≤ y j ≤ y i + k} be indexed by the location center (x i , y i ), here we only take the patch size as 3 × 3, 5 × 5 (the typical receptive field sizes in convolutional neural networks). A patch establishes the local manifold structure with a few neighboring RPs. To include the border points of the site as a patch center, we pad the site grid by extending the borders outward, introducing some imaginary RPs having no measured RSSIs.
Since a manifold resembles the Euclidean space locally, we want to characterize the local linearity of the supposed two dimensional manifold. The patch structure of the manifold allow us to approximate it with its tangent space. Once the patch size (number of reference points) is specified, it is practical to require that all such patches be approximated by local linearization with the similar degree of accuracy. However, different local structures, in particular, those patches with substantial nonlinearity, make the uniform patch dimensions hard to satisfy the approximation accuracy. One plausible option for a better outcome is to reduce the scale to make the local linearization of the manifold justifiable. To facilitate linearization on multi-scales, we introduce a simple scale down operation for a patch. Let a column indexing vector be ind = [1, 2, 3, . . . , N ] T , and the regular patch size be (2k + 1) × (2k + 1) for some positive integer k (for example, a 1−patch covers 9 grid points in Figure 1 ). The reference points in a patch can be represented by their local coordinates (−k, −k), . . . , (0, 0), . . . (k, k) relative to the patch center (x i , y i ). Denote the regular scale patch as P i . A patch scale down operator constructs a new patch p i containing the same number of points as in P i : all RPs of P i covered by p i remain in p i , other points are taken as the interpolation of the adjacent P i points, i.e., though there are no measured RSSI values for these points, their theo-
2/2} (for example, the red points in Figure 1 ). This is completed by applying the scale down operator S d . For 1-patch, the elements in S d are 0, 0.25, 0.5 and 1. Even though S d can be applied recursively, for simplicity, we only discuss the cases of two scales: a regular one and a small one in this paper.
We may realize the local linearization through simple matrix operations, i.e., finding a patch's tangent space specified by the affine transform of its coordinates. Let matrix D be defined as
representing the linearized location-signal mapping. We note that the singular form D T D has the full rank and thus is invertible. When the patch is perfectly linear, the manifold values
in the patch satisfy r = Dx, for some vector x ∈ R 3 . If the signal strengths r are nonlinear with respect to their local coordinates, the optimal (in the least square error sense) linear approximation is
The approximation of the real signal values can be thus written asr = r, and the approximation error is denoted = r −r = (I − )r. Lemma 1 states that the average of the linearization error on each grid point within a patch is 0.
Lemma 1: Denote e = [1, 1, . . . , 1] T , then e T = 0. Moreover, we can prove that a small scale patch always performs better than regular 1−patch in the linearization, as indicated in Lemma 2.
Lemma 2: Let the 3 × 3 small scale linearization error be
Now, we are able to reconstruct the ground truth manifold from the Wi-Fi RSSI samples taken at the site survey. Assuming that the measurements follow a white Gaussian process, if whether a patch belongs to regular scale or small scale is known, the reconstruction cost contains two errors: measurement error and linearity error. Letr denote the observed RSSIs, r denote the values on manifold, with the parameters σ k , k = 1, 2 and the scale type C(P i ) (C 1 and C 2 are classes for regular and small scales respectively) for each patch i, we define the reconstruction objective function as:
As we noted before in Lemma 2, the small scale leads to better linearization, thus the scale assignment reflects the complexity of the manifold. To quantify the model simplicity, we add the sparsity constraint on the number of small scale patches to (1) . Hence, the optimal solution of the manifold reconstruction is achieved by solving (2).
where C 1 and C 2 are the disjoint subsets of regular scale and small scale patches, σ 2 1 is the Gaussian distribution variance for measurement noise, σ 2 the belief on the local model linearity degree for all patches, and α the enforced sparsity constraint. Let σ 2 be a predetermined model tolerance, and we will further discuss its selection in Section V.
In function J (r, σ i , C i |r), parameters σ i , i = 1, 2 balance the relative importance of fidelity and linearity. We follow the expectation-maximization (EM) framework to estimate the parameters C i and σ 1 while minimizing the manifold reconstruction cost. Table 1 summarizes the steps in the proposed manifold learning algorithm, EMMA for short. Now we shall derive the conditions when the solution to the M-step in Table 1 exists. Remember we do not require all RPs to be surveyed. This comes from two causes: first, the padded points cannot be measured; and second, time constraints and physical infeasibility may reduce the number of measurable RPs. To handle these situations, we define a measurement operator M = {m ii } K ×K , with m ii = 1 for RP i that has a measured RSSIr i and otherwise m ij = 0. Let vector r be the ground truth values on the manifold, SO i be the selection matrix (SO i (l, m) = 1 if RP (l, m) is in P i , and SO i (l, m) = 0 otherwise) to select values from r for patch P i , the matrix form objective error function in (2) is
To minimize the error defined in (3), we take partial derivative of J over r, and let ∂J ∂r = 0,
Denote matrices A 1 , A 2 and A 3 as
, then let A = A 1 + A 2 + A 3 , we can rewrite (4) into a more concise form
Because the matrix A in (5) is a symmetric real matrix, it is positive semi-definite. When the measured reference points on the grid are not co-linear, it can be proven that A is strictly positive definite as stated in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1: A is positive definite if m ii = 1 for more than three distinct i and their location coordinates (x i , y i ), are not co-linear.
Therefore, problem (2) has a unique solution if there are more than three fingerprints whose locations are not co-linear on the grid, which is asserted by Corollary 1.
Corollary 1: The solution to the M-step in Table 1 is r * = A −1 Mr.
Furthermore, we can prove that EMMA in Table 1 will converge in finite steps.
, the solution to the S-step in Table 1 is non-increasing.
In summary, the steps in EMMA lead to the following consequences: the M-step returns the local minimum; the S-step greedily replaces the regular scale patch with small one to reduce the cost; and the E-step finds the best parameter σ 1 to explain the samples. Since all steps in the algorithm EMMA are non-increasing, we can reach the conclusion about convergence in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: The EMMA algorithm in Table 1 converges in finite steps.
As indicated in Theorem 2, we have established our main result: the algorithm EMMA produces a local minimum solution to problem (2) . Nonetheless, we need to point out that though J (σ i |r * , C * i ,r) is convex in σ i , when σ 2 is set close to 0, the whole cost will be pathetically skewed toward the linearity terms, making the manifold a trivial plane.
IV. ROBUST POSITIONING BY MANIFOLD DISTORTION EFFORT MINIMIZATION
Once we have learned the signal-location manifolds for all APs, it is natural to convert online positioning to the search problem on the manifold consisting of all ground truth fingerprints in the multidimensional signal space. However, the odds that the observed RSSI vector falls onto this manifold are very slim, because only the signal strengths corresponding to a real RP are located on the manifold. Therefore, researchers have developed many K-nearest neighbors inspired algorithms to predict the user's location with unreliable online observations, using an area instead of a single location to reduce the uncertainties. On top of the KNN's idea, we design a positioning algorithm exploring the notion of manifold similarity. This proposal searches for the reference point that needs the least effort to transfer the reconstructed manifold to be compatible to an online observation. To produce the new manifold by replacing one fingerprint with the online sample, we just minimize the manifold distortion to retain all other fingerprints. The intuition behind the positioning algorithm is to improve the adaptivity to the environment variations, without the need to select parameter K which is sensitive to varying environment.
Let the distribution of RSS measurement at location i with respect to AP j be specified by probability density P i (r j k ), the probability for the sample wherer i j falls onto the the signal-location manifold is k P i (r j i =r j k ), where k is the index of a reference point on the site. Since the site grid has only a limited number of reference points, this probability is conceivably low. In other words, the RSS samples usually deviates from the signal-location manifold. If we known the position i where the measured sample is taken, and replace the vectorr i = {r j i , 1 ≤ j ≤ N } with the observed RSS vector r i = {r j i , 1 ≤ j ≤ N }, the signal-location manifolds will be distorted. To preserve the rest of the original manifold, we expect the displacements of neighboring nodes and the changes of the distances between adjacent nodes to be as little as possible. Represent the above expectations as the following distortion energy for a fingerprint node j regarding r i replaced byr
and the total energy for the manifold
where in (6), the term ||r j −r j || 2 stands for the displacement distortion, and the term ||(r j −r j ) − (r k −r k )|| 2 represents the link stretching distortion of neighboring nodes. As usual, N j denotes the neighbors of location j on the location grid. Parameter λ, an analogy to the concept of relative mass, indicates the relative importance of two sorts of distortions. The minimization of E can be interpreted as generating a new signal-location manifold that is compatible to the new RSS observation at RP (x i , y i ). All other fingerprint values other than on r i =r i on the new manifold need to adjust. Setting
∂E(r i =r)
∂r m = 0, m = i we can find the closed form solution to the distortion energy minimization problem by solving
where |N l | denotes the cardinality of the immediate neighbors of the location l on the site grid. Or equivalently, we can rewrite the optimal solution of the distorted manifold as Figure 2 , parameter λ controls the shape of the distorted manifold. When λ is set to a large value, the generated manifold will be coincident to the original one except for the vicinity of the selected node r i =r. In tuition, we hope the choice of λ to be conditional on the online signal quality: if the online measurement is reliable, a large λ makes displacement a dominant factor in distortion; on the other hand, if the measurement has no quality guarantee, a small λ preserves the shape of the manifold. Based on this heuristics, we set λ ∝ 1 d+δ , where d is the shortest distance fromr to all fingerprints, and δ is a small positive constant to prevent division by 0 in case d = 0. This λ automatically adjusts to the measurement quality: depending on how close the observation is to the manifold.
We now convert the positioning to the search for the RP that needs the least effort to get the distorted manifold. In the calculation of this effort, we consider both distortion and moment of force, and define the total effort of generating a new manifold at node i as follows:
where d(·, ·) represents the Euclidean distance. Consequently, the location i that needs the minimum F is returned as the predicted position. In other words, minimizing F defined in (9) solves the location prediction.
In practice, we only select a rectangular region that contains the KNN to the observed RSS vector in the fingerprints to search for the minimum distortion effort. That is to say, we limit the selection of j in (10) . The benefits of executing positioning algorithm only on top position candidates come from two respects: first, it will reduce the computation load; second, excluding the fingerprints far away from the observation may increase the robustness of the algorithm. The steps of the distortion effort minimization based positioning algorithm (DEM) are listed in Table 2 .
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed manifold reconstruction algorithm and the positioning algorithm with extensive simulations and the experiments in the real world environments. In order to verify the effectiveness of these algorithms, we test the algorithms using different scenarios involving varying conditions. The implementation of the algorithms was developed with Matlab 2014b, and the tests were run and analyzed on a few laptop computers.
A. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In simulations, we took the classic signal propagation model to create the ground truth signals as well as generate the RSSI to be positioned. Let d(x, y) denote the distance from (x, y) to the AP at (x 0 , y 0 ), and let h be the height at which the AP is installed:
where d 0 is the reference distance, typically set to 1 meter, r 0 is the RSSI (in dB) at d 0 from the AP. The APs in our simulations are supposed to be installed 2 meters higher than the test object, i.e. h = 2. This makes d(x, y) > 0, avoiding the singularity of the logarithm function. After calibration with the test wireless routers, we set the path loss coefficient to n = 2 and let r 0 = −20dB. The configurations of simulations included the combinations of following elements: different site sizes, number of APs, positions of APs, and whether obstacles exist between APs and reference points. First, we tested the convergence of the proposed EMMA algorithm on a 16 by 16 grid with the standard variation of 3 to generate the Gaussian noise. Three APs were deployed at (0,0), (0,8) and (8, 8) respectively to test the convergence speeds for APs at corner, middle of the rim, and the center. It turned out that all parameter values σ 1 converged within 7 iterations, as depicted in Figure 3 . We found that in most cases, the estimated measurement variance converged to a value slightly smaller than the real one. Two factors can explain why the results stay smaller: first, the estimation of the sample variance used in Table 1 is biased; second, the manifold learned by regression is not as smooth as the theoretical one, leading part of the difference between the measurements and the calculated values attributed to the modeling error.
Though the EMMA algorithm were able to learn the manifold shape out of the noisy samples, the selection of the modeling variance σ 2 influenced the smoothness of the learned manifold. Figure 4 shows the reconstructed manifolds with σ 2 set to 0.125 and 0.5 respectively. When σ 2 = 0.125, the EMMA algorithm returned a relatively smooth manifold, while σ 2 = 0.5 generated a less regular manifold. However, over smoothing may induce the large errors at the nonlinear and border regions. For example, compared against the ground truth manifold, the learned one with σ 2 = 0.125 had a greater maximum error (3.78, mean squared error 0.47), while the maximum absolute error with σ 2 = 0.5 was 2.58, and mean squared error 0.46, for the same set of samples. If the value of σ 2 increased to 1, the errors became 2.57 and 0.55 respectively. Simulated tests indicated that the results were relatively stable when σ 2 was in the range of 0.5 to 1. Figure 5 displays the reconstruction errors for 9 APs with σ 2 = 0.5. The learned manifolds are basically unbiased, evidenced by the medians close to 0 in Figure 5 . Compared with the variances used to generate the sample RSSIs, the reconstructed manifolds have reduced the errors significantly.
To further quantify the manifold reconstruction performance, we define the relative error at a location (x, y) as
i.e., the degree of RSSI deviation at a RP relative to the signal distance to its nearest neighbors. Figure 6 tells that the reconstruction is not as good as other locations in two regions: first, when it comes close to the AP, reflecting the lognormal nature of signal power's decay; second, at the corners, where fewer samples can be harnessed to enhance the RSSI correlation. To the contrast, the relative error appeared worse on the middle of rims. One explanation for this is that signal power gradient tends to disappear at locations far way from an AP. Adding a new AP near a spot distant to other APs helps to boost its RSS gradient. Therefore, we expect that the well-distributed APs over the site help reduce the relative errors and achieve better positioning results. Furthermore, we compared the positioning performance of the DEM algorithm with other representative methods, namely, Nearest Neighbors, K-Nearest Neighbors and a version of distance weighted KNN (dwKNN [34] ). All the simulations contained two steps: first, we reconstructed the fingerprints with EMMA; then we ran the positioning algorithms on the learned manifolds. Simulations were set in a 16 × 8 site. Suppose the ground truth RSSIs were known, each RP was repeatedly tested 100 times with randomly generated signals. We only set up 9 APs, placed at the coordinates (0, 0), (0, 4), (0, 8), (8, 0), (8, 8) , (8, 4) , (16, 8) , (16, 0) , and (16, 4) respectively, assumably visible to all RPs. We evaluated the positioning accuracy using criteria of the mean of absolute errors (MAE), the root of mean squared errors (RMSE) and the maximal estimate error (ME). The parameters used in the tests include signal variance (from 0.5 to 5), and the value K (from 4 to 48).
The tests demonstrated that DEM stayed robust when noise level changed, and was not sensitive to parameter K, the number of candidate RPs used in positioning (as in other KNN style algorithms). In Figures 7 and 8 , the values are MAE as ratio over the result of NN. For instance, let us examine the cases of K = 4 as widely used in many KNN-based implementations, it is clear that when noise level goes up, KNN and its weighted forms delivered better performance than the simple nearest neighbor algorithm. However, our positioning algorithm, DEM, presented consistent ratios regardless of σ variations. In general, KNN and dwKNN performed worse than DEM when the signal noise was small, especially when K increased to 48, KNN and dwKNN fell far behind the simplest NN algorithm in positioning accuracy.
In addition, to investigate the more realistic situations, we simulated the presence of a wall (from (11,0) to (11, 8) ) to separate the site into two parts. Wall effect was set to a 5dB drop in the RSSI value. To be specific, if the signal from one AP has to penetrate the wall before reaching a reference point, the resulting RSS is 5dB lower than usual as the obstacle effect. We simulated the signals with σ = 3, the super parameters in EMMA algorithm α = 25% and σ 2 = 0.5. After the manifold was learned, we compared different positioning algorithms using test signals generated with variable variance. In Figure 9 (K = 16) and Figure 10 (K = 48), the positioning errors were given in terms of RMSE. We observed that when σ was small, smaller K presented better positioning accuracy; after σ increased to be over 3, larger K showed its advantage for KNN, dwKNN and DEM. However, while the performances of KNN and dwKNN were sensitive to the number of K, our algorithm DEM appeared to be more robust and be able to adapt to the changes of both K and σ .
B. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
To verify the proposed indoor positioning framework based on manifold assumption, we chose the 5th floor of the Software Building, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, as our testbed. The testbed contained several computer labs and a corridor, covering an area about 600 square meters in size. We arranged a grid of 540 reference points (see Figure 11 ). These reference points were 1 meter apart one from another, marked by the stickers for repeated use in a series of separate surveys spanning over 8 months. Figure 12 shows the interior of a typical lab, Room 508. We mounted 10 TP-Link AC1200 dual frequency wireless routers (model TL-WDR5620) on top of the pods 2.5 meters in height above the floor at the fixed locations. To cross validate the adaptability of the proposed methods, we took two models of cell phones to collect RSSI data. Table 3 lists the details of these datasets. The cell phones read the RSSs with the Android software we developed. Measurements repeated multiple times at each of the reference points on different dates. In the tests, we did not require the orientations of router antennas and mobile devices to remain the same, allowing more randomness in the testing environment.
Our experiments confirmed that while the samples in the same batch were similar, the environment slowly changed the distribution of RSSI values. Among the data, two batches of RSSI values were detected by the same cell phone from the same AP, at the identical location, two batches had varying distribution centers. These samples were taken in November and December 2018 respectively, we recorded each measurement 5 minutes after the previous one and found that the averages of two batches are 7 dB apart ( Figure 13 ).
The datasets in Table 3 were both used as offline manifold reconstruction and online positioning. In the manifold reconstruction stage, we selected the parameters σ 2 = 1 and λ = 0.25 × 540. The estimated variances for all APs ranged between 10 to 24, or equivalently the standard deviation from 3 to 5. The heat maps in Figure 14 show the average values of the measured RSSI and the learned RSSI respectively. The AP was located in the dark blue area in the bottom because we used absolute values instead of the negative RSSI in the maps. After manifold reconstruction learned from one sample per RP only, the redundancy of the reference points helped make the learned RSSI be more continuous in spacial distribution than the results of simply taking short time average, reducing the sampling time needed to approximate the ground truth RSSI.
Subsequently, we carried out cross validation with the datasets in several ways: positioning with or without manifold learning (Table 4) , when EMMA was not applied, the average fingerprints were used for online matching; manifold reconstruction and positioning test using the data from the same date (Table 5 ); reconstruction and positioning using data from different dates and different devices ( Table 6 ). Please note that except for the results specified in Table 4 , all other positioning outcomes were estimated with the manifolds reconstructed by EMMA. To test whether the positioning algorithm could adjust to the environment variations, we reconstructed the manifold using dataset collected in July 2019, and tested the data sampled in December 2018. When the data from the same date were used for both training and testing, they were partitioned into disjoint subsets randomly. In both manifold learning and online position match, we only required one sample at each reference point, drawn at random from the datasets described in Table 3 . The online tests were repeated multiple times (5 times for a reference point) and the average positioning errors were used for evaluation.
We set K to be 10% of the reference points, i.e. K=54, to balance the results of MAE and RMSE. The best results are displayed in bold fonts and the second best are in italic in all tables. In fact, all positioning algorithms achieved better prediction performance with the application of EMMA (Table 4) than without EMMA, where the average of RSSI values measured at RPs were used as the fingerprints. The proposed DEM outperformed all other algorithms, gaining 15% to 18% (or equivalently 0.37m, 0.44m in MAE) in positioning accuracy compared with weighted KNN without EMMA. As displayed in Table 5 , when the data from the identical dataset were used for both learning and testing, the nearest neighbor algorithm produced the best results in MAE, due to the similarity of RSSIs measured within a short time. However, even in this situation, our DEM algorithm had a smaller RMSE than NN, implying DEM made fewer large position errors (see Figure 15 ). If the manifold and the position were validated with data collected on two different dates, DEM outperformed other algorithms (NN, KNN, dwKNN [34] , sti_wKNN [2] , and swKNN [15] ) in MAE, while it had a similar performance as dwKNN in RSME (Table 6 ). Please TABLE 6. Experimental positioning results with reconstructed manifold: cross validation using datasets (offline: online) collected on the different days (K = 54). note that D1 and D6 were acquired separately over 8 months, but the positioning errors of DEM stayed very stable. The adaptivity of DEM was illustrated in Figure 15 , its predictions were close to those of NN when the signal distance was small to the manifold, while they were close to those of dwKNN when the signal quality degraded.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed the denoising and positioning algorithms based on the assumption that the radio map for Wi-Fi RSS fingerprinting forms a two-dimensional manifold embedded in the signal-location space. The proposed manifold reconstruction shows the ability to identify the ground truth RSSI values in the presence of environmental changes. The online positioning algorithm minimizes the distortion of the original manifold to be compatible with the test RSSI and returns the location with minimal effort as the predicted location. We found that the manifold assumption took advantage of the redundant site survey for neighboring reference points in the offline stage, being able to save the fingerprinting from repeated sampling of RSSI over time. Therefore, our manifold learning method, EMMA, can help implement the real-time deployment of fingerprinting based indoor position systems. Also, as demonstrated by simulations and experiments, the proposed DEM algorithm presents the advantage of being robust to signal quality variations, and appears less sensitive to the number of K, compared with several versions of KNN algorithms. One particular benefit of the manifold assumption is that it applies to the generic forms of fingerprinting based IPS, thus it can be integrated into other advanced positioning techniques.
In the online stage, our method, DEM, has a higher overhead than the classic KNN positioning algorithm. The computational load of DEM mainly involves matrix inversion. If parameter K is properly selected, online positioning can be implemented on smartphones for real-time applications.
As an initial inspection in learning radio map manifold and positioning with the concept of manifold distortion, this paper only considered the static test. However, it is attractive to extend our work to the temporal patterns of a dynamic trajectory, in particular, when other sensors on smartphones provide valuable motion-related information. In our future research, we will also address the challenges arising from different mobile devices and the changing AP configurations, towards the automatic creation and updating of the radio map manifolds.
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